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DAY ONE, Tuesday, June 4th
Presented by :Yasmine Boukezzoula

I’m going to present the England trip, especially the first day.
The most important cultural aspect was the guided visit of Rochester because 
I’ve learned many things about Charles Dickens, his life, his novels and I have 
also learned that Charles Dickens had friends like Victor Hugo or Georges Sand.
Charles Dickens was a writer of novels like « Edwin Roode », « Pickwick Club », 
« Oliver Twist » or « David Copperfield ». He never finished E.R because he died 
before, at 68 years old. I have a little story about him: when he was between 4 to 
10 years old, he was scared when he passed below the clock, so he put his hands 
on his head so that the clock does not fall on him. He was addicted to tobbacco at 
the age of 12. He is very important for the English culture.

The most interesting activity was  the Rochester Castle because it is very huge 
and when we went up,we had a beautiful view

In the evening,the family was so kind and funny and the food was very tasty 
because there was pizza and chips. After the dinner, we played games with the 
family. 
To conclude, the day was tiring because we spent a long time in a car but very 
interesting.
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DAY TWO: WENESDAY, JUNE, THE 5TH
PRESENTED BY JULIETTE ORY

The most important cultural aspect was a big gothic church and in Oxford, there are 
many librairies for the universities.We visited the school cafeteria of Harry Potter. It’s a 
very big room. In Oxford there are many prestigious universities like Havard and the 
Christ Church college.In this college there were priceless books in a famous librairy.

The most interesting activity was free time because we went shopping but I also liked 
eating with my friends in the very cute covered market and afterwards, we bought 
souvenirs for our families.

In the evening,the family was very very kind and for dinner we ate pasta with my friends 
and we played with Tigs. I slept well.

To conclude,the day was good and funny because the weather was beautiful and there 
were long free times. I think Oxford is very beautiful city !
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DAY THREE:THURSDAY,JUNE,THE 6TH
PRESENTED BY GAUTHIER ELIA

In the morning,we visited the Natural History Museum in London.

We saw a big realist and beautiful false moon in a room.There was no light but the moon 
shone and illuminated the room.Then,we visited a fake and tall dinosaur but he moved.

In the afternoon, the most original cultural aspect was Buckingam Palace because it is a 
palace with gardens and it was created in 1703. The guards kept the palace and the royal 
family but they were on horses. Above Buckingam, there was a flag and if the Queen is 
here, the flag is raised. There are two flags, the royal family and the Union Jack.

For me,the most interesting activity was London Eye because we had a beautiful view 
of London so it was impressive. London Eye ias 135 m tall and there are 32 big pods. 
The other name was  Millenium Wheel. The superb activity was very funny and 
impressive but it was a little scary.

The atmosphere in the evening with family was very nice because there were two cats 
so they were very cute and lovely.During the dinner,we ate delicious food because it was 
pasta.

To conlude my day in London was very good and interesting because I learnt many 
informations about London.
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DAY FOUR,FRIDAY,THE 7TH,JUNE
PRESENTED BY ARRIOUI ANISSA  

The morning with the family was sad because it was the last day however the breakfast 
was delicious because it was toast with hot chocolate and orange juice. I really loved this 
family because they were really kind with us

The most important cultural aspect was the streets art. In Brighton there are a lot of streets 
arts,some artists like Odisy, Snug or Banksy graffittis on Brighton’s walls. I found it very 
beautiful because it’s really original not every city has that.

Brighton is really famous for her water.The doctor Richard Russel made Brighton become 
famous by prescribing a bath in the water to his patients,it was in the 18 century.

The most interesting activity was the dog race, more precisely the greyhounds race, we 
learned that English people like betting on everything.

The free time was very really cool too, we ate at a fast food with my friends and we went 
to a lot of shops to buy some presents for our family. Then,we went back to the bus to 
come back to France.

To conclude,this trip was awesome.The last day was really cool same if the weather was 
really bad.I was so sad to comeback in France because I love Englend however I was also 
happy to see back my family on top of that I had so many things to tell to my family about 
this trip. I hope you enjoyed my presentation of the last day !
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